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On the group-theoretical foundations of classical
and quantum physics: kinematics

and state spaces

by N. Giovannini and C. Piron
Département de Physique Théorique, Université de Genève, 1211 Genève 4, Switzerland

(20. VII. 1979)

Abstract. Elementary physical systems are analyzed from the point of view of the kinematical
symmetry groups which are defined by their action on a set of corresponding observables. The
properties and structure of the corresponding possible state spaces are investigated in detail and we
exhibit how, by a necessary generalization of the usual frame of quantum mechanics we obtain a

framework allowing a complete classification. The theory is applied to the relativistic and non
relativistic particles and it is shown how our theory leads in both cases to the quantal as well as to the
classical particles as solutions in a unified way, exhibiting thus a new scheme of quantization.

Introduction

Poincaré and Galilei invariance and their relationship to the group theoretical
concept of elementary particles [1, 2] are so often emphasized and so well
accepted by most physicists that it might seem obsolete to come back to some
aspects of the very bases of this approach. Nevertheless, as is well known, beside
great successes, the corresponding theories describe in fact only free particles and
are even then not completely lacking of difficulties and ambiguities. In view also
of the role of cornerstone they play in the dynamics and in field theories, we find
it not useless to try to formulate the corresponding basic principles under a

slightly different light.
For this reason we shall begin with an elementary discussion of the essential

features of a physical system with respect to the ones of its mathematical
description. The basic point of view thereby is that a physical system, e.g. an
elementary particle, has to be described in terms of its properties, that implies in
terms of some chosen set of observables.

Physically this means that the type of the system is characterized by the
existence of a particular set of observables. The results of the corresponding
measurements will be assumed to be plotted in some subset of a rc-dimensional
real space (as is true for real numbers, or intervals, but also for matrices or other
objects). On the set T of these spaces, the usual physical equivalence principles
will then naturally correspond to the action of a group, the kinematical symmetry
group G. Any set of such principles will thus lead to such a group which we call
kinematical in order to emphasize that up to now no dynamics enter the play and
that the introduction of interactions does not change the representation nor the
interpretation of the chosen observables.
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Mathematically, we want to find realizations of the above physical properties,
this means that we have to represent a physical system by triples (K, U, P) where
K is some state space, U is a representation of G in K and P is a mapping from
each possible outcome of the measurements to a projection in K, that is to an
operator on K having as range the subset of K that contains the states having the
corresponding property in actuality. These three kinds of objects and their
interrelations are just the ones that we want to precise and study in the present
paper. This paper is thus a contribution to a field whose essential developments,
starting from the paper of Birkhoff and von Neumann [3], can be found e.g. in [4]
and [5].

The paper will be organized as follows. In the first part we shall discuss the
structure of the space T and specify it as an example both in the contexts of
relativistic and of non relativistic elementary particles. In particular we shall then
be led to symmetry groups which, although based on usual physical equivalence
principles, will slightly differ from the Galilei and Poincaré groups, thus giving rise
to slightly different representations as well as to a better clear-cut distinction
between the kinematical and the dynamical aspects of the theory. In part two we
shall briefly discuss the realizations (K, U, P) within the usual frame of quantum
mechanics, in the spirit of the approach of Mackey [4]. This frame not only
excludes classical mechanics (whereas the above ideas are independent of the
particularities of both theories) but it is also shown to be in a way too restrictive
even for quantum mechanics. In the third part, which is the main one, we
therefore analyse in detail an extended frame and in part four we apply our
results to the (spinless) relativistic and non relativistic particles. In both cases we
are led to two distinct solutions, a classical one and a quantal one. The unified
way in which we treat and characterize elementary systems thus provide us a new
scheme of quantization. Let us finally mention here that parts of the results of the
present paper have been announced elsewhere [6].

1. Spaces of observables and kinematical symmetry groups

In usual classical physics states are represented by points in the phase space
ii or, better, by point valued functions on fl. Observables are themselves
functions on these states with values in subsets of ii. Hence ii can be identified
with a set T {rA} of values of a collection of observables {A}. In quantum
physics, if states are rays in Hilbert spaces, their structures can be characterized
by the same set of physical observables, via a collection of spectral families
defined on the same I\

Our point of view is thus to start from this (real) space T, which is naturally
equipped with a Borei structure. We then define on T a kinematical symmetry
group G by usual physical equivalence postulates, i.e. as a set of (continuous)
transformations relating co-ordinations of T that are equivalent in the sense that
they are all as good as each other for the description of the system. The space T
has thus the structure of a G-space, i.e. of a Borei space with an action a of the
group G in the sense of an (anti)-homomorphic mapping cr from the group G into
the automorphisms of T [10]. The problem then is to search for the various
possible realizations of the physical system in the following sense: an elementary
system is assumed to be an irreducible representation of G in a state space K that
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admits covariant projections defined for each Borei subset E of each TA,
corresponding to the subset of states having as property a value within E for the
observable A. The subject of this paper will just be to make all these notions
more precise.

As an illustration, we shall consider throughout the paper the following two
examples:

Example 1. The non relativistic particle: the space T consists of the values of
the observables position momentum and time. Its elements are denoted {q, p, t}
and so V is isomorphic to U7. The group G then follows from the following
postulates: there exists no privileged frame for position, momentum nor time,
and the group is generated by the following operations:

(i) {q, P, t} -* {q + â, p, t}, â e u3

(ii) {q, p, t} •-»{q, p + w, t}, weR3
(iii) {q, p, t} n-*{q, p, t + a0}, a°eU
(iv) {q, p, t} -h» {aq, ap, t}, a e SO(3)

(1.1)

The group so generated will be termed the Newton group and it will be
denoted by N.

Example 2. The relativistic particle: the observables are the 4-position q*
and the 4-momentum p* and the group G will be generated similarly as above,
by «

(i) the space-time translations: {q*, p1*} *-+{q* + a1*, p*}aeU4;
(ii) the momentum translations: {q*,p*}i-*{q'l-,p* + w''}, weR4; (1.2)
(iii) the Lorentz transformations (there exists no absolute Lorentz frame):

{<T, P*} -* iKq", Kpvl A e SO(3, 1).

This group will be termed the Einstein group and will be denoted by E.

It is worthwhile to note here that these groups are not isomorphic to the
usual Galilei and Poincaré groups even though they contain essentially the same
covariance postulates.

The groups we just defined are purely kinematical, as they do not depend on
the dynamics. They thus do correspond to the properties of the state spaces and
not to the possible evolutions in these spaces. Let us insist in this respect on the
fact that the physical time has two different meanings that need to be carefully
distinguished. In the above discussion it is an observable, and as such it corresponds

to a property (the date), which can be measured by a clock. This meaning is
different from the one of an evolution parameter, the latter being, by definition,
not even an observable: indeed an observable must correspond to potential or
actual properties and an evolution parameter that labels the changes of the state
does not correspond to a property.

Let us now briefly discuss the structure of the above two fundamental groups.
(i) The Newton group

As follows from its definition (1.1) this group can be parametrized by

(w,a°,d,a)etR3x[Rx|R3xSO(3) (1.3)
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with product

(w, a0, â, a)(w', a0', â', a') (w + aw', a0+a0', â + aâ', aa') (1.4)

The unit element being (0, 0, 0,1), the inverse is obtained as

(w, a0, â, a)-1 (-a-'w, -a0, -a^a, a'1) (1.5)

It is useful for visualization and for the sequel to illustrate its structure as follows.
Let A, T and'W denote the normal subgroups of space, time and momentum
translations respectively, then N appears in the following complex of group
extensions1)2)

A

E.3 (1.6)

W<8>T

with E(3) the Euclidean group. All exact sequences in (1.6) can be seen to be split
(i.e. correspond to semi-direct products). The corresponding actions are all
directly obtained from the following two ones:

<Pi:SO(3)-*Aut(A), epx(a)-â aâ

<p2:E(3)-»Aut(W<g)T), <p2(a, a)(w, a0) (aw, a0) ' '

The Lie-algebra ^ of M is then easily obtained: denoting the generators, in the
same order as in (1.3) by V;, P„, Pt, Js, i l, 1, 3, respectively, the commutators of
the algebra are given by

[V.J^eS-V,
[P^J^efa (1.8)

L'i» J/J 6 i/Jfc

all other commutators vanishing, including [Vj, P0], in contradistinction to the
usual Galilei group commutators.

Other properties of this group that we shall need in the sequel are given in
Appendix A (central extensions) and in Appendix B (irreducible (projective)
unitary representations).

(ii) The Einstein group

From the definition (1.2) the elements of the group can be parametrized by

(w-, a^,A^)eD«4x|R4xSO(3,1) (1.9)

with product

(w, a, A)(w', a', A') (w + Aw', a + Aa', AA') (1.10)

>-» denotes a monomorphism -* an epimorphism.
2) For a simple introduction to this useful extension language we refer to [7] and for more details to

[8].
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hence with unit (0, 0,1) and with inverse

(w, a, AY1 (-A-1w, -A'1 a, A"1) (1.11)

Similarly as in (1.6), and denoting by A and W the (normal) subgroups generated
by space-time and momentum translations respectively, E can be decomposed as
follows

(1.12)

SO(3, 1)

with $> the Poincaré group and where all sequences are again split and completely
characterized by the two following actions

ifix. SO(3,1) -* Aut (A), (4>x(A)aT A?a"

^2:^^Aut(W), (if,2(a, A)wY A^w" {' '

Analogously as for N, we also give here the commutators of the Lie-algebra e of
E: denoting by V^, P^ and M^v the generators of momentum and space translations

and- of Lorentz rotations respectively, these commutators are given by

TV M l -e V +e V
[PCT, M^] -g^P„+gJP^ (1.14)

[M^, M^] g^AC + gJWw - gvpM^ - g^Mvp

all the other commutators being zero. The central extensions of this group and its
(projective) unitary representations, needed for the purpose of this paper, are also
given in the Appendix A and in the Appendix B, respectively.

We now come back to the general discussion of our approach.

2. Observables and systems of imprimitivity

In the state space, that we denote by K, we first ask the covariance postulates
to be represented, that is K will be some carrier space of a representation U of
the kinematical symmetry group G. Before specifying K further, let us ask which
other conditions it should fulfill, in view of the philosophy of our approach.

By definition we have to require the existence on K of a set of operators that
correspond to the set of observables we have chosen to characterize the physical
system. This means that for each observable A, there should exist a set of
operators {P£ | A e 38 (rA), the Borei sets of TA} that project onto the states in K
having for A a value within A. In other words we ask for a mapping in the
projections of K3)

PA:A->p£e0>(K), VAeSä(TA) (2.1)
3) For a justification of this notion and a precise definition of observables see [5].
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where the operators PA are required to have the following properties, for all
observables A

(i) Pâ 0K, 0 the void set, and

PrA tK
(ii) KnA^K-Pt (2-2)

(iii) P(j, Ai Y, Pt' for A; nAy 0, and iel a countable set.

These mappings naturally extend to T, with 38 (r) the Borei structure generated by
the direct union topology of the TA. In the sequel we shall thus only consider
these extended mappings.

In addition, we have to require that these mappings should be covariant
under G, i.e. the following diagrams

pAS8(T)-^0>(K)

cr(g)

(2.3)
V(g)

S8(r)-^»3>(K)

should be commutative, for all g e G, with o-(g) the defining action of G on T. In
equations, (2.3) reads:

U(g)PtU(gY1 PX)s, (2.3)'

In the particular case where K is a separable Hilbert space dK, these sets are just
the well known systems of imprimitivity (short s.o.i.) introduced by Mackey [9].

Definition. An ordinary (or quantal) observable is a set of projectors in a

separable Hilbert space dK that forms a system of imprimitivity as above for the
corresponding kinematical symmetry group G.

Our problem is however slightly more general, as can be seen in the following

Definition. An elementary G-particle is a triple (K, U, P) with U an irreducible

representation of G in a state space K such that there exists a set P of
covariant systems of projections satisfying (2.2) and (2.3), one for each observable
A.

Beside the precisions that it needs and that will be studied in the sequel, this
definition shows what is the problem: how to determine all possible solutions
(K, U, P). This is quite a general and difficult problem as long as nothing more is
said about K and we shall discuss under which assumptions it effectively can be
solved. We first want to exhibit that the usual frame of quantum mechanics is not
sufficient for this purpose, while enlightening and useful for the sequel.

Suppose thus first that K W is a separable Hilbert space. Then Mackey's
theory of induced representations (see e.g. [10]) provides useful tools: Let Hz G
be some closed subgroup of G, L a representation of H, se G/H, sg the natural
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action of G on the coset space, {gj a set of (fixed) right coset representatives,
fe5£2(G/H, dfë(LA) with dK(LA the carrier space of L, then the induced representation4)

(UL(g)f)(s) (L(h)f)(s-g) (2.4)

where h gs ¦ g ¦ g~}g e H, gives, via the characteristic functions on G/H a system
of imprimitivity for UL based on the Borei sets of G/H. Such a s.o.i. will be
termed canonical.

The important result is the converse of that construction as follows from the
fundamental theorem of imprimitivity of Mackey that we briefly quote here.

Theorem 2.1 [7]. Let U be a unitary representation of a separable locally
compact group G, S a transitive G-space (i.e. a Borei space with a transitive
associative action of G) and Q an s.o.i. for U based on S then

(i) there exists a closed subgroup Hof G and a Borei isomorphism ej> : G/H -* S such
that

(<t>(H ¦ g)) ¦ g'= <p(H ¦ gg') Vg,g'eG (2.5)

(ii) there exists a representation L of H, unique up to equivalence, and a linear
isometry V such that

VUV-1 L/L

VQA\T1 P^W (2.6)

with Ae38(S), t/L as in (2.4) and P the corresponding canonical s.o.i.

(iii) The commuting algebra of L is isomorphic to the algebra of all operators in "X

that commute with both the range of P and the range of U.

If the action of G on S is not transitive, then (up to regularity conditions) this
theorem can easily be extended, the correspondence being now not with one
subgroup H but with a set {HJ corresponding to the decomposition of the space S

into orbits.
As follows from this theorem we thus have a 1 to 1 correspondence between

the observables of the space T and a set of closed subgroups of G. This
correspondence can be explicited as follows: Let AçTA an arbitrary set
corresponding to a measure within A for the observable A and arbitrary values for the
other observables. Let yA e A and HyA ç G the stability group of this arbitrary
point. Then HyA corresponds to the observable A. Note that this group is thus
only determined up to conjugation.

Let us illustrate this relationship at the hand of our two examples

(i) For the Newton group

Observable q <h> H4 {(vv, a0, 0, a)}
Observable p**Hp {(0, a0, â, a)} (2.7)

Observable t «* H, {(vv, 0, a, a)}

In view of our problem and to enlight notation we shall assume G to be unimodular.
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(ii) For the Einstein group
AU

(2.8)
Observable q ** Hq {(w, 0, A)}
Observable p+*Hp= {(0, a, A)}

The problem thus gets a first answer: the question 'which observables are
compatible with a representation U in 2T reduces to: 'from which set of
subgroups {Hs} is the representation U induced, up to equivalence'.

As follows from the inducing in steps theorem of Mackey [10] this set of
subgroups can be identified with a connected upper piece of the lattice of all
closed subgroups of G; this piece is closed under union.

Under these general results, we now want to examine the possible solutions
in our two examples. For this we first exhibit a simple but important condition on
the existence of observables that we prove for our particular case:

Proposition 2.2. Let A (resp. W) be the subgroup of space (-time) (resp.
momentum) translations and U an irreducible unitary representation of N or E.
Then there exist an s.o.i. for the position (resp. momentum) observable only if the
restriction U(A) (resp. U(W)) is faithful.

Proof. Suppose U(A) is not faithful, i.e. there exist a nonzero translation b
such that

U(b) tx
Then the condition (2.3) implies

P* PA+s Pi+nS, VneZ (2.9)

Choosing A such that (A + b)nA= 0 this implies with (2.2) (i) and (ii), multiplying
this equation (2.9) by PA and PA+ng respectively

PA PA+nS 0x, VneZ (2.10)

As A can be chosen such that Un (A + nS) T, this implies that the corresponding
selfadjoint operator vanishes.

We now can state the following important

Proposition 2.3. Let U be an irreducible ordinary i.e. vector or non-projective
unitary representation of H, then U does not admit systems of imprimitivity
simultaneously for the observables position and momentum.

Proof. Suppose U admits an observable position. This implies, by the
Theorem 2.1 that U can be brought in the following form: U~U with

iUL ig)f)ix) Lih)fig'1 x), xeU3 (2.11)

with fe^iG/H^sHCiL)) and L a representation of the subgroup H4 given in
(2.7). From the Theorem 2.1 this representation L needs to be irreducible, hence,
as can be computed via the induction technique, it is necessarily of one of the two
classes given by

(Li(w, a0, a)f)is) ev,^lS-*e^'Ds(ß(s)aß(sT1)m (2.12)

with p0e!R, s e SO(3)/SO(2), ß(s) a coset representative, ß(s') determined by the
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condition ß(s) • a - ßis'Y1eHi;s sO(2), Dz an irreducible representation of
SO(2) and /eif2(SO(3)/SO(2), %(DZ)). The other class is given by

L2(w, a0, a)f0 e^"Dm.(a)fa. (2.13)

with D^. an irreducible representation of SO(3), and /eC2<T+1.
As now the coset representatives of SO(3)/SO(2) can be chosen in such a

way that the set {ß(s)k} lies in a plane containing the 3-vector Ü, any momentum
translation in a direction perpendicular to this plane is mapped under U onto i,
so that, with the Proposition 2.2, there cannot exist an s.o.i. The same is of course
true in case (ii) where all momentum translations are in the kernel of the
representation.

From the explicit calculation of the projective representations of N (see

Appendix B), we now can state the following result

Proposition 2.4. Let K= 36 be a separable Hilbert space, then there exists only
one class of elementary (spinless) N-particles, when only p and q are requested to be
observables.

This solution follows from the results of Appendix B (see (B.7)) and is given
by

(U(w, a0, a, a)f)(x) e^xwVp°Q°/(cT^x - a)) (2.14)

with Tj, À, p0eR and fe<£2(R3). The observables p and q are correspondingly
given by the following selfadjoint operators

qf(x) xf(x)
I i \ (2.15)

pfix)=[—)dfix)

obtained from the s.o.i. given by the characteristic functions in x for q and in k
(after Fourier transformation) for p.

We thus recover the usual quantal solution and as far as projective representations

are concerned, the uniqueness of the solution is simply a reflexion of the
well known Stone-von Neumann theorem.

The situation is perfectly analogous for the Einstein group, so that we just
quote the result without entering again into details.

Proposition 2.5. Let K=^€ be a separable Hilbert space, then there exists only
one class of elementary ispinless) E-particles iadmitting thus systems of imprimitivity

for the observables p* and q").

This solution also follows from the results of Appendix B. We however
postpone the results up to part four of the present paper where we shall discuss this
solution into more details.

For the moment, let us come back to the non relativistic case. Not only the
unique solution found in (2.14) only describes the quantal case (whereas the spirit
of our approach was principally independent of this particular theory), but the fact
that only p and q are observable implies that the only measurable quantities are
necessarily functions of p and q only and this excludes e.g. all time dependent
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problems. In the above frame, there is however no possible solution for time to be
an observable as a consequence of the following

Proposition 2.6. Let X be a separable Hilbert space and t, ip, q) be iall)
observable for a representation U of N in $?. Then U is necessarily reducible.

Proof. If time is observable, then we may decompose W along the
corresponding spectral projectors

I* ©
H=\ %tdt, teU (2.16)

where isomorphism is meant as N-module. As however time translations are in
the center of N, the characteristic functions on the corresponding dual space
provide non-trivial projectors that commute with l/(N), hence U is reducible.

By these results we see that we have to relax some assumption to find
N-particles. Relax irreducibility would introduce new observables compatible with
the desired ones and thus would no longer correspond to our goal. Hence we have
to change K

A possible solution is suggested from a theorem by Piron [5], which says that
any propositional system (except for some exceptional cases) can be realized
within the set of projectors of a family of Hilbert spaces.

In the remainder of this paper we shall study such objects taken as state
spaces, first in general and then, in section four, as applied to our two examples.

3. State spaces and generalized imprimitivity systems

Let thus S be some index set that we assume to be equipped with a Borei
structure and let

K= V K (3-D
seS

a state space obtained as (topological) direct union of copies of some separable
(complex) Hilbert space <HC. An element ^eK thus consists of an index seS and
a ray *&s e %KS, i.e. S plays the role of a possibly continuous set of superselection
variables.

Let us first quote the following generalized version of the theorem of Wigner.

Theorem 3.1 [11]. Every symmetry of a proposition system defined by a family
{%CS, seS} is given by a permutation f of the index set S and a family of ianti-)
unitary transformations L7S : 3ifs —>¦ $?/(s). Each Us is defined up to a phase.

That is if the symmetries form a group G, we have

tWgi)l/s(g2) <»s(gu g2)[/s(gig2) (3.2)

where eo is a phase depending on gx, g2 and s, satisfying thus

k(gi,g2)| l, VseS, gi,g2eG (3.3)
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For our purposes we may omit the dependence on these phase factors, in the
sequel.

Let now G be some separable locally compact group and K as in (3.1). As a

consequence of this theorem we may define a representation U of G in K as a set
of mappings {17(g) | g e G}

U(g):K^K (onto) (3.4)

satisfying the following properties

(i) 17(e) is the identity mapping
(ii) l7(gi)U(g2)=U(glg2) (3.5)

(iii) (l7(g)d>)s (L(s,g)l7)s> with L(s,g)e<U(X.) the group of unitary
operators in <HCS and with s' s ¦ p(g) depending only on s and g

(iv) 17(g) is continuous in the product topology of S and \W (with the strong
topology for W).

There are two important consequences of the above theorem and definition.
First a representation 17 induces, from (3.2) or (3.5)(iii) a set of mappings p(g)
that satisfy the following two conditions

(i) s • p(e) s VseS
(ii) (s • p(gi)) • p(g2) s • p(gxg2), Vs, gj, g2

so that S is promoted to a G-space [10], i.e. to a Borei space with an action p of
G satisfying precisely (3.6).

Second, it also follows from (3.2) or (3.5) that the set {L(s, g)} of unitary
operators, satisfies the relations

(i) L(s,e)=tx>,Vs
(ii) L(s, gig2) L(s ¦ p(g2), gx)L(s, g2), Vs, gì, g2

hence the set {L(s, g)} forms a so-called normalized (G, S, "U (!%))-cocycle (see e.g.
[12]). This implies that these equations (3.7) can be tackled by usual cocycle
techniques and also, because they are the same as in the usual Mackey induction
theory, their solutions can be obtained in the same way: denoting by Hs the
stabilizer under p of an arbitrary but fixed point seS, we see from (3.7) that the
set {L(s, h) | h e H} is a unitary representation of Hs. Hence it is sufficient to find
all solutions of (3.7) for normalized (G, S, Hs)-cocycles, that is for mappings
v(s, g) satisfying

(i) v(s,g)eHs
(ii) v(s,e) e, Vs (3.8)
(iii) v(s ¦ p(g2), gx)v(s, g2) ea(s, glg2)

and the general solution of (3.7) is then obtained by taking an arbitrary unitary
representation D of Hs in the carrier space <HC and by setting

U(s, g)d=D(v(s, g)) (3.9)
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We are naturally led to the following important generalizations of the usual
concepts.

Definition. A representation U of G in K is termed irreducible if and only if
(i) the action p(G) is transitive on S (3.10)

(ii) the set {L(s0, h)}, for s0 arbitrary on S, forms an irreducible representa¬
tion of H^ with carrier space 3Ü^.

Defining the commutant as the set of commuting families A {AJ, this corresponds

to the following

Proposition 3.2. U is irreducible if and only if its commutant is trivial.

Proof. From (3.10)(ii) and the Schur lemma an element of the commutant is
necessarily of the form

(A)s A(s)t*.
Furthermore [A, L7(g)] 0K implies L7(g)A(s) A(s • p(g))U(g) A(s)17(g) hence
by transitivity A is constant on S.

Definition. Two representations Ux and 172 of G on Kx and K2 are termed
equivalent if there exist a Borei isomorphism t : Si —> S2 and a linear isometry
V: Wx-*%2 such that

VL1(T-1(s2),g)V-1 L2(s2,g), >^s2eS2, VgeG (3.11)

For irreducible representations we then have

Proposition 3.3. Ux~ U2 if and only if the corresponding (G, S, °U(%!))-cocycles
are in the same cohomology class i.e. differ by a coboundary.

The proof follows from direct computation.

As a consequence the classes of representations of a group G can be
completely classified by the classes of the representations of all closed subgroups
H and of the cohomological properties of G with respect to these subgroups (see
(3.8)). We do not go into the details of this problem as we shall, as for the Hilbert
space case, give more restrictions on the allowable representations. Let us just
quote here an important result concerning continuity.

Theorem 3.4. Let G be a separable locally compact group and K a direct
union of copies of some Hilbert space X over a G-space S. Then a representation
U of G on K satisfying (3.5)(i) to (iii) is continuous if and only if L in (3.5) is
continuous and the v-cocycles (3.8) are Borei functions.

The result is here the same as in Mackey's theory and the proof follows from
the same argument (see [10] and also [12] and [13] for an analogous extension of
Mackey's theorem).

Let us now make a further step: suppose we have given G, K, S and 17 as
above and suppose in addition, in order to avoid pathologies, that the p-action of
G is regular (i.e. that there exist Borei cross-sections to the orbits). We may thus
decompose S into a direct union of disjoint Borei spaces on which the action is
transitive and hence focus our attention to the latter case.

Let thus S be a transitive G-space, i.e. Vs, s'e S 3g € G such that s • p(g) s'
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and let s0e S be arbitrary (but fixed) in S. Then it follows from Theorem 3.10(i) of
[10] that

(i) H^ÇsG, the stabilizer of s0, is a closed subgroup

(ii) S is Borei isomorphic with G/H^

Hence the set of possible K spaces can be classified using the following immediate
generalization of the induction procedure:

Let HçGbe some closed subgroup, and let L be some unitary representation
of H with carrier space 3£(L). Let K denote the direct union of copies of

sHC(L) over the coset space G/H

K= V (*(L)). (3.13)
s e GlH

The generalized induced representation UL is then defined as

(UL(g)ep)s (L(h)ep)s.pig) (3.14)

with, as in the usual case p(g) the (right) action of G on an (arbitrary but fixed)
set of (right) coset representatives {s} of G/H and where h is determined by the
condition

s-p(g)-(s-gr1eH (3.15)

Denoting L(s, g) the transformations L(h) of (3.14) with h depending on s via
(3.15), these representations of course fulfill the conditions (3.7), hence UL is a

representation of G in the sense of (3.5), with as corresponding cocycle (3.8)
obtained from (3.15) as given by v(s, g) s • p(g) • (s • g)_1. Conversely and as in
the usual case, each normalized cocycle v(s, g) can be brought in this standard
form with as normalized coset representatives

gs (v(s0, g))'1 • g, g€ e (3.16)

where g 6 H • gs, H the stabilizer of s0. This definition does not depend on the
choice of g as can be verified using the cocycle equations and as is of course
necessary for consistency. As these algebraic equations are analogous to the usual
case we drop the details.

We are now in position to extend the notion of systems of imprimitivity. For
this purpose let us first extend the usual notion of projectors.

Definition. A system of projectors on K, or a projection in K, is a family
{Ps, seS} of projectors defined on the corresponding family {$CS} of Hilbert spaces.

The following operators on K
def

Pe {^-x, ' Xe I Xe the characteristic function of Ee38(S)} (3.17)

thus form projections in K, which with S, UL as above satisfy by construction

t7L(g)-1PEl7I<g) PE.p(g). (3.18)
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This is formally the same covariance condition as for the usual systems of
imprimitivity. Furthermore the projections (3.17) satisfy the properties (2.2):

(i) P0 OK Ps tK

(3.19)
(ii) P^P^P^

C») Pue, I P^, for E, n E, 0, ì + j

We shall call supersystems of imprimitivity sets of projections satisfying (3.17)
to (3.19) and superselection parameters or classical observables the corresponding
observables (see §2). The reasons for this terminology will be even more explicit
in the Section 4. Of course the same construction extends to the case where ffls is
itself assumed to be of the more general form Ks with K as in (3.1), this
corresponding to the inducing in steps procedure [10].

We thus see from the above construction that, with a careful extension of the
usual definitions, the whole problem is set in a similar context as in Section 2 for
the separable Hilbert space case. In fact we have even more: although the frame,
because of the state space K, is a proper generalization of the case considered by
Mackey, the method and the results follow, with the appropriately generalized
concepts, as a particular case of the ones of Mackey. Indeed, if the local and
algebraic problems turn out to be exactly the same, as we have shown, the global
conditions of the usual theory (e.g. square integrability) now become trivial.

Let us thus reformulate and complete the essential results of the present
analysis and combine them with the ones of Mackey in the following

Theorem 3.5. Let K= \fssSXs as in (3.1), U a representation (3.5) of a
separable locally compact group G, transitive on S and let Q be a transitive set of
covariant projections in K (satisfying (3.18) and (3.19)) and defined on some
G-space Ti.e. Q:38(T)->&(K). Then there exist closed subgroups Hi ç H2 ç H3 ç
G and unitary representations Ls of Hs (i 1, 2) such that

(i) S s G/H2, andQ~PR (i.e. Q {OJ and QS=PS- Rs Vs e S) where P
is of the canonical form (3.17) for G/H3 and Rs is itself an ordinary s.o.i.
for H2/Hx on dKs. In other terms K can be written as K= VS(VS/S,XS), with
S' G/H3 and Ps depending only on S'. Furthermore, either T= G/Hx and
S' S, or Ts G/H3 and R3 is then trivial (i.e. Hx H2).

(ii) U-U^ as in (3.14) on S and L2~ UL> on H2/Hx.

From the Definition (3.10) it also immediately follows that U is irreducible if and
only if L2 is irreducible.

Hence, and analogously to the case of Section 2, all supersystems of
imprimitivity are equivalent to canonical ones and the results of this section provide
us with a general method of classification of elementary G-particles, our primitive
goal, method that we shall apply in the next section and whose essential steps can
be resumed as follows:

1. As the set of observables is given a priori, we may choose as basic
G-space, and without loss of generality, the space T discussed in Section
1. Also without loss of generality the corresponding action of G may be
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assumed to be transitive. Let r0^r correspond to a subset {B} of the
observables {A} defining T and let H0 be the corresponding subgroup of
G.

2. Determine, for each choice, which irreducible unitary representations U0
of H0 give rise to ordinary s.o.i. corresponding to each observable B, and
no other.

3. Use the generalized induction as in (3.14) on K=VSX(U0) with S

r/ro G/H0 and ffl( U0) the carrier spaces of the representations U0
found in 2.

Each solution is found in this way and the observables found in Step 2 are the
usual quantal ones as they correspond to projectors in separable Hilbert spaces
whereas those found in step 3 play the role of superselection parameters or, in
other words, are of the classical type, as they commute with each other and have a
purely discrete point spectrum.

Let us now come back to the two examples discussed in Section 1, in order to
show how our formalism applies and indeed provides the good framework to deal
with.

4. Applications

(a) The non relativistic spinless particles

Using the above mentioned method we find that there are exactly two classes
of spinless elementary M-particles.

(i) The classical particle

Let first S be directly given by T. Then the step 2 of the procedure is trivial
r0 being identified with a single point, e.g. the origin, and H0 being the rotation
subgroup of N.

S F N/SO(3)=R6 (4.1)

and

K= V X (4.2)
s=r

with Xs the one-dimensional carrier space of the trivial representation of SO(3).
The corresponding representation U of M in K is thus obtained from the defining
representation a given in (1.1)

(l/(g)*), (^(8)-.„ ser (4.3)

The observables p, q and t are correspondingly given by the following operators

p:38(R3)-*r, p(àP) (AP,q,t)

q : 38 (R3) -> T, q(A,) (ft A„ f) (4.4)

f:S8(IR)-»r, j(A,) (ftq,A,)

or, equivalently these observables are defined as the inverses of the following
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mappings

(ft q,t)-*p
(p,q,t)^q (4.5)

(p,q,t)-+t

(ii) The quantal particle

This solution is obtained by generalized induction from the solution we have
found in (2.14) (solution first restricted to the subgroup H, given in (2.7), i.e. with
a0 0). That is, time plays the role of a superselection parameter and the space S

is isomorphic to the time axis

S=U, N/Ht (4.6)

Furthermore, with Xs given by the carrier space of the representation (2.14),
i.e. Xs 3?2(U3), the state space becomes

k=vx=- V (22(U3))t (4.7)
S teR,

The complete representation U of M in K is thus given, from (3.14), by

(U(w, 0, a, a)if,(x))t (e-'^Xa-^x - â)))t (4.8)

and

(17(0, a0, 0, l)ijj(x)), (<M*)),-a° (4.9)

Note at this point that

Uiw, 0, Ö, 1)17(0, 0, a, 1) e-'^aC7(Ö, 0, â, l)U(w, 0, Ö, 1) (4.10)

so that, with t]A —tr1, we recover the usual Weyl commutation relations.
The observables p and q are given from (2.15), by the following operators

(#(*)), (#(x))t
^ (4.11)

(#(x))( (-^>Mx)) (-ihM(x)\

whereas the time observable is obtained, following (3.17) via the characteristic
functions in the space S, i.e. via the supersystem of imprimitivity defined by

aVK*)X (xA,(0<Mx))t (4.12)

with A,e38(Rt) and

fl if reA,
*-(t)=lo else

(b) The relativistic spinless particles

For the Einstein group E, the situation is very similar to the previous case: we
indeed again have exactly two solutions for the elementary spinless E-particles.
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(i) The classical particle

Here again T0 reduces to a point, i.e. S is directly given by T

S T=E/H0=US (4.13)

with H0 SO(3,1) the stability group of the origin. With Xs the one dimensional
Hilbert space that carries the trivial representation of SO(3,1)

K= V K= V Xy (4.14)
S r 7eR8

the corresponding representation is obtained, again from the defining representation

a, as given by

([7(g)tA)(p>q) (^)^(grl(p.q)

('/'W'Cp-wJ.A-'Hq-a)) (4-15)

The observables p and q are obtained analogously as in (4.4) by

p:S8(R4)-»r, p(Ap) (Ap,q)

q:®m4)^T, q(Aq) (p,Aq)

or, equivalently, by the inverses of the following mappings

(p, q)^P
(p,q)^q

(4.16)

(4.17)

(ii) The quantal particle

As follows from Proposition 2.5 and from the results of Appendix B (esp.
(B.15)) there is a unique class of solutions, with no superselection parameter, i.e.
within the usual frame discussed in Section 2. The space S is thus reduced to a

single point, and the state space K is given by

K=X £2(R4) (4.18)

the carrier space of the following irreducible unitary representation of E

I7(w, a, A)<Mx) e"Wg-,*I>(A-1(i - a)) (4.19)

where the constant h'^-nA here also appears as a representation label, and g^
is taken with signature (-,+,+,+). Note again here that we have, similarly as in
(4.10) the following generalized Weyl commutation relations

U(w, 0,1)U(0, a, 1) em"8-w"a"U(0, a, l)C7(w, 0,1) (4.20)

The observables q and p are now again obtained via the characteristic
functions in the x-space and in the Fourier transformed space respectively, that is

(q(Aq)«K*)) XaYx)Mx) (4 21)
(p(Ap)<Mk))=xAa(fc).Mk)
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where

«Kk) (1-rrh)-2 j e"**^'*'^) d4x (4.22)

The corresponding selfadjoint operators then simply read

g"iKx) x*iMx)
(423)

p"«A(x) -iÄ^«A(x)

so that now, in contradistinction to the usual Poincaré case, the space-time
position operators exist and their (continuous) spectra are just the space-time
variables.

Having thus shown the relevance of our approach, let us conclude with the
following important remarks. First we have considered only spinless particles. It is
however obvious that the solutions (4.2) and (4.7) easily extend to the case with
spin, as SO(3) is the isotropy group of the origin in the classical case and as
follows from the solution (B.7) in the quantal case (this incidentally shows that it
is possible, within our frame, to treat problems where only spin has a quantal
character). In the relativistic case however this is not possible so directly as the
involved representations of the stability groups Hs are then necessarily infinite
dimensional, Hs being then isomorphic to SO(3,1). We thus there have to
consider additional observables or superselection rules. We just mention here that
such a solution has been proposed in [14] (see also [15, 16]) and we refer to these
papers on this point.

Next we want to emphasize that all the framework of this paper was purely
kinematical, and that our construction, as well as the interpretation of the
observables is independent of the dynamics. It will be a second step to construct
in the just found state spaces the dynamics as realization of a two parameter
family of operators, family that involves an additional dynamical parameter, a
dynamical time, that is distinct as explained in the introduction from the time
observable considered here. We refer to [5], [14-16] for a discussion of the
dynamics within a frame corresponding to the point of views of the present
analysis.

Appendix A

Central extensions of N and E

As we are interested in the projective unitary representations of the kinematical

symmetry groups G, we determine here briefly the corresponding central
extensions. These can be obtained via the central extensions of the simply
connected covering group, i.e. it is sufficient to determine all inequivalent exact
sequences

0^R4g^g^i^ (A.1)

with l(R) in the center of g€ and g the Lie algebra of G. Such an extension is
characterized by an infinitesimal exponent £, i.e. by a bilinear antisymmetric
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function

£:gxg-^R (A.2)

satisfying the cocycle equations

d|(A, Ap Ak) m Ç([A„ A,], Ak) + Ç([AP Afc], A) + è([Ak, A,.], A,)
0 (A.3)

with A;, Aj, Ak the generators of g. Indeed, as is well known [17] there is a 1-to-l
correspondence between the equivalence classes of the exponents of a simply
connected Lie group (i.e. the equivalence classes of projective representations)
and the equivalence classes of the extensions (A.l).

These extensions can be obtained as follows (see [2]); let A1; ...,An be
some basis of g and c\, i,j, k 1,..., n, the corresponding structure constants.
The Lie brackets of an extension g* are then given by

[A;, A,.] cïjAk + aiiI

with I the generator of R. The cocycle condition (A.3) is then equivalent with the
condition that (A.4) is a Lie algebra, i.e. satisfies the Jacobi identities. Furthermore

two extensions are equivalent if and only if the corresponding constants a,,
and a'n are related by

«^«¦j-CyAfc (A.5)

for n constants Ak. This is equivalent to say that the two extensions are obtained
from each other by a change of choice of section g —> g{ in (A. 1) which
corresponds in (A.4) to translations of the generators along the center, i.e. to
substitutions of the form

A -+ A + KI (A.6)

Let us now apply this method to the Lie algebras of the Newton group N and of
the Einstein group E.

For N, with Lie algebra (1.8), we first note that by translations (A.6) for the
generators of the rotations, <ju(2) can be seen to have no non-trivial extensions, as
is well known. Similarly by translations of the generators Ps and Vf respectively
the two subalgebras generated by {P;, J,} and {Vt, Js}, both isomorphic to c(3), can
also be brought in the original form, i.e. do not have non trivial extensions. We
thus are left with the following possible commutation relations

[V^Poi^aJ

[i{,PJ=y} (A-7)

[P0> J,] 5,-7 i, j 1,2, 3

all others being as in (1.8). From (A.3), i.e. from the Jacobian identities

[A, Ap Ak]- [[A, As], Ak] + [[Ap Ak], A;] + [[Ak, A,], A,] 0 (A.8)
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one can now straightforwardly obtain

[Po,Pi,Jl] 0&yk 0

[J„V„P0] 0Oak 0

[P0,/„/y] 0O8k=0 ' '

[/„ ^.,Pfc] 0<S>ßjJ AOj,

whereas all other Jacobi identities are then satisfied. The central extensions (A.l)
of the Lie algebra of N are thus characterized by the commutators of n
(as in (1.8)) except for the following ones

[Vi,P/] A8i,-J (A.10)

Using (A.5) one directly finds that two such extensions are equivalent if and
only if A A', hence the inequivalent classes form a one-dimensional family.

Similarly for E, with Lie algebra (1.14), one may by translations along the
center, show that <il(l, C) as well as the two subalgebras generated by {P^, M^}
and by {V^, M^} respectively do not have non-trivial central extensions, as can
also be seen by noticing that these two subalgebras are isomorphic with the
Poincaré algebra. Hence we are just left with the commutators (1.14) except for

[V)i,PJ A^-J, p,v 0,1,1,3 (A.11)

The Jacobian identities [Vp, Pa, M(iJ 0 now give the equations

g^p» - g^Ap^ +¦ g^pA^ - g^A^ 0 (A. 12)

whose only solutions can be found to be

V, A-g^„ (A. 13)

Again using (A.5) one concludes that two extensions characterized by two
constants A and A' are equivalent if and only if A A', hence the inequivalent
classes form a one dimensional family, with commutator structure given by (1.14)
except for the following commutators

[V^P^A-g -J (A.14)

Appendix B

Projective unitary representations of N and E

It follows from the results of Appendix A and from the so called lifting
procedure [18] that the projective representations of N can be obtained (except
for the usual St7(2) spin factor systems that arises from the double covering of
SO(3)), from the ordinary representations of the one dimensional family of
central extensions found in (A. 10) and that we shall denote by N\ These groups
have elements (0, g), 0eR, g€N and the corresponding products read

(0i, gi)(02, g2) (0i + 02 + &(gi, ga), gig2) (B.l)
with the factor systems £x obtained from (A. 10) as given, for & (vVj, a°, as, at),
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i 1, 2, by

&(gi, g2) Aw1-«id2 (B.2)

It is convenient at this point to consider the following exact sequences (split
extensions)

0^R5^NX-*E(3)^1, ep, m~0 (B.3)

with Rs generated by I (the center), P0 and Vt, i l,l,3 whereas E(3), the
Euclidean group in 3 dimensions is associated with the subgroup of NA generated
by {Pj,7y}. Indeed we can calculate the representations of Nx by the inducing
technique [18]6), from the corresponding normal abelian subgroup. An element of
the dual of this subgroup will be denoted by a,1,*,p° with

â^-p"(0, w, a0) eìr,eei™eip°a° (B.4)

and the actions ef> of the factor group of the extensions (B.3) are obtained using
the group product law as given by

(ép(a, a) ¦ â^-p°)(0, w, a0)- â^-po(ç-\â, a)(0, w, a0))

â^-^-Potf, vv, a0) (B.5)

so that the orbits are characterized by constant r/ and p0 and by the sets
{(ai< — TjAd), Vd, a}. It is interesting to note at this point that in contradistinction
to the Galilei group case, we here no longer have a dynamical type relationship as
we then had for the orbits (see e.g. [2]) the characterization

E- — p2 const. (B.6)lm
already implying in fact that the corresponding theory only would describe free
particles.

With (B.5) the representations (B.4) can now be induced to the whole of Nx;
there are obviously two cases:

Case 1. T/A 0, implying either that the extension is trivial, or that the factor
system £A is in the kernel of the representation. We thus then find, up to an
uninteresting phase factor exp (inö) the ordinary representations of N but,
because of the Proposition 2.3 we may omit their analysis altogether.

Case 1. nA^O. We may then choose as orbit representatives the elements
âv'6'Po, whose little groups are isomorphic to SO(3) (resp. S17(2)). The
corresponding direct integral Hilbert spaces are 3!2(U3)® C2s+1, with 2seZ+ and the
induced representations are straightforwardly obtained as

(â^-p°ÎN')D-(0,w,a°,â,a)fAx)
(â"Ap° <g> Ds)(0 - Awx, w, a0, -x + a + ax', a)f„(5c)

e^e-' ^**eip°a°(Ds ^(«^(«^(x - a)) (B.7)

where we have used the little group condition for the coset representative x', and

6) For a brief survey of the method and more explicit notations, see [19], §3.
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where (Ds)CTtr. are the usual spin s matrices of SU(2). The projective representations

of N are then obtained from (B.7) just by setting in this formula everywhere
0 0.

The situation is very analogous in the relativistic case. The central extensions
found in (A.14) will be denoted E\ and these groups have elements (0, g), 0elR,
g e E with corresponding products

(0i, gi)(02, g2) (0i + 02 + 4(gi, g2), gig2) (B.8)

where the factor systems £A can be obtained from (A.14), for g, (wt, ah At)
i 1,2 as given by

4(gi,g2) Ag(iVw1(Aia2)- (B.9)

We again can decompose EA as follows

0-»IR5-»Ex^aP-^l, ep, m~0 (B.10)

which is a split extension (m ~ 0) and where Rs is generated by the center I and
the momentum translations, whereas the factor group & is isomorphic with the
Poincaré group. Denoting by âv,K, tj e IR, k a four covariant vector, an element of
the dual of the corresponding normal subgroup, i.e.

an"K(0, w) ei<"9+v"'> (B.ll)
the action of 0* on this dual is then found to be given by

iepia, A)â-K)(0, vv) â^iep~\a, A)(0, vv))

exp iM + UAKL-TjAa^Jw"] (B.12)

hence, with (g • a)„ g(i„a'i

cp(a,A)âT,•K â11'AK^1Mi¦a, (B.13)

Exactly as for the Newton group, and because the ordinary representations of
E do not allow the desired systems of imprimitivity (see Proposition 2.5) we may
restrict ourselves to the case where 17A ^ 0. The orbits defined by (B.13) are then
characterized by a constant n, and by the set {Ak-T)A(g- a)|Va, A} which is

easily seen to generate the whole 4-dimensional space of covariant 4-vectors.
Note again at this point that similarly as in (B.6) we do not have a dynamical

relationship characterizing the orbits as with the Poincaré group for which we had

p2=m2 (B.14)

which is bound to the fact that the representations of the Poincaré group only
describe free particles.

Let us now induce the representations (B.13) to EA :as 17A ^ 0 we may take as
orbit representatives the elements â"'0 and the little groups are then SO(3,1)
respectively SL(2, C) and we find in this way a unique class of (true) projective
representations given by

(â-°ÎEA)A(0,w,a,A)/(x)

exp iri(0-kglLVwV) A(A)f(A~1(x-a)) (B.15)

with feJ£2(M4, X(A), d4x), X(A) the carrier space of an irreducible representation
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A of SL(2, C). In the spinless case, this gives the quantal solution (4.19) whereas
for the case with spin, we refer to the remarks at the end of that Section 4.
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